Optimization of Extreme Programming Methods in Plastics Waste Management Company Websites
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Abstract – Plastic waste needs to be handled properly according to its type to reduce its negative impact on the earth, such as the issue of global warming which is still being widely discussed among the public. Good and correct plastic waste management has a significant long-term impact on the issue of global warming. Using the optimization of the extreme programming (XP) method to develop a plastic waste management system. With the system development method used, namely extreme programming, this system helps the community to be aware of waste and manage waste as well and wisely as possible. Extreme programming flexibility supports all changes that occur during the process of building this plastic waste management system. The output produced in the construction of this system is the management and sale of plastic waste that can be recycled according to its type. With usability testing that has been carried out, this system has been evaluated and shows a result of 88.07%, this value means that the plastic waste management system is well accepted to be used in plastic waste management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing plastic consumption must be wisely and inevitably balanced with its management [1]. Movements to prevent global warming are still often campaigned on social media and others to raise awareness of the importance of correct waste management hence not to add to the burden of the earth [2], [3]. Waste management system is built to identify, separate and manage plastic waste according to type [4], [5]. Good waste management starts from the smallest unit, which is house hold. The waste is collected based on its type, which is recyclable and unrecyclable waste [6], [7]. There will be a further process for recyclable waste, whereas the unrecyclable ones are collected and sorted to its type [8]. Some studies can be used as reference for plastic waste management to reduce the impact of pollution caused by it including [9], which is about recycling plastic waste due to the increasing use of plastic. The use of Triboelectrostatic technology by utilizing different surface properties of materials is for these materials to be distinguished in electric charge, deflected in an electric field and collected in separate places. In conclusion, this research recyclers plastic therefore it can be reused with Triboelectrostatic technology. Other studies by [10] are the utilization of plastic waste with catalytic pyrolysis techniques. The catalytic pyrolysis process itself is a thermochemical decomposition process of organic matter through the process of heating, either using little oxygen or not using oxygen or other chemicals at all. The point is that plastic waste is processed through the pyrolysis process to get new materials that can be utilized. The material can be oil or something else. However some other research examples use plastic waste, namely [11], [12], [13] and [14].

The process of developing a plastic waste management information system use extreme programming method. Optimization of extreme programming methods is to accommodate all changes from the identification and planning process, the system design process, the process of implementing the design into the system, including coding, the system testing process using the testing method and implementing the system to the user [15]. Extreme programming approach is widely used because this method is able to anticipate some problems for example when the system is too fast in making changes, whereas the needs are not clearly defined [16]. The use of extreme programming methods in several studies that have been carried out include [17] implements the XP method in web applications for job training participant selection. The XP method is used to anticipate web development which consists of a small team. Furthermore, in [18], the XP method is used in making customer service complaints applications with university as the research objects. The XP method is able to accommodate all the needs and application development processes relatively quickly with minimal team members. Research by [19], applied the XP method to an online sales system where the system was built with a relatively fast deadline [20]. The impact of using XP method approach to the system which is being built is that the customer does not take a long time during online reservation [21]. However some other research examples use plastic waste, namely [22].

The difference between this research and previous research is that this research optimizes the extreme programming method approach in the construction of a plastic waste management system is used so that the system can be utilized well, considering the system was built with a small team and underwent several considerable changes in a fast time during the building process [23]. Some of the advantages of the XP method are the most optimized and effective, according to the state of the plastic waste management system [24]. With this system, the company is helped because it can maximize what the company has to be optimized and from a social point of view it helps reduce environmental impacts due to waste that is not managed properly [10]. The company gets two profits, namely profits from sales and waste management as well as

[1] - [22] are references to other studies that have been carried out in the field of plastic waste management.
participating in maintaining the balance of the earth from wastes that take a long time to process until the waste can be reused.

II. Research Methodology

The system development method used for managing plastic waste is by optimizing the extreme programming method. The XP method approach in this case creates a plastic waste management system by minimizing the iteration that will later be carried out. Optimization in terms of iteration in the system development process by making the system from scratch has been endeavored to meet all user needs. A small or minimal developer teams is not a significant obstacle because the team's performance is maximized according to their respective parts. Figure 1 explains the detailed process of the extreme programming method.
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Figure 1 Extreme Programming Method

The last stage is the release phase, where at this stage, the system has reached the stage of being reproduced and ready to be implemented in many places according to the initial plan [30]. The system has reached the final stage and there is no further improvement from the end-user.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It starts with defining and exploring all processes and needs as well as the data that will be used in system development [31]. The second stage is planning the activities which are carried out and the data that has been collected. They are then defined and grouped according to their needs. Next is the system development process with a minimum iteration process which is conditioned and determined at the beginning of the system development
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Figure 2 XP Research Framework

Figure 2 describes the working steps of the extreme programming method which consists of 5 stages/phases. The first step is to initiate end-user needs which are translated and documented into story cards and project planning regarding the activities carried out in the next stages [25]. The second step is the analysis phase. After the system and user requirements are initiated, the results will be analyzed according to the estimated target system development required. The third stage is the design phase, where this phase translates the results of the system requirements analysis into designs such as UML designs, namely class diagrams, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, use case diagrams and many others [26]. The next stage is to develop the system that was developed and test it with end-users to find out things that are still not in accordance with the needs of end-users and improve them according to feedback and end-users. At this stage, it is necessary to know that it is possible to return to the previous stage in accordance with the direction of improvement from the user. Can goes back to the initiation stage or to the analysis stage or to the design stage. For some projects that have been developed, this iteration usually goes back to the design stage. End users will provide a lot of input and system developers must improve in the system design section. At this stage usability testing is also carried out on the developed system. Usability testing itself is carried out to find out how easy it is for users to use the developed system so that system developers know the end users' difficulties in using the system and find out the shortcomings of the developed system [27]. To determine user satisfaction with the developed system, the measurement uses the following equation:

\[ S(\%) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n} \times 100\% \]  

Description:

\( S \) : Satisfaction  
\( X \) : Respondent success score  
\( n \) : Number of respondents

In addition to end-user satisfaction, the level of effectiveness and efficiency of the developed system also needs to be measured to determine the success rate of the system using the user's success rate, which is the percentage of tasks completed correctly by the end-user [28]. To measure the level of system effectiveness and system efficiency using the following equation:

\[ Ef & Es(\%) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n} \times 100\% \]  

Description:

\( Ef & Es \) : Efficiency & Effectiveness  
\( X \) : Respondent success score  
\( n \) : Number of respondents

Meanwhile, to measure the usability of the system to determine the average of the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of end-users using the equation below [29] :

\[ U(\%) = \frac{Ef + Es + S}{3} \times 100\% \]  

Description:

\( U \) : Usability  
\( Ef \) : Efficiency  
\( Es \) : Effectiveness  
\( S \) : Satisfaction
process which is suited in accordance with user requirements. After the iteration process is carried out and finished, it is followed by the production stage of the plastic waste management system by defining all the designs and coding stages until the system is successfully built and tested by the user. The final step in optimizing the extreme programming method is the process of maintaining the system by both performing system recovery and backing up the system periodically.

Figure 3 Activity Diagram of a Plastic Waste Management System

Figure 3 explains the activity diagram of a plastic waste management system. Activity diagram starts from the request form or module user request to the system, where the user requests a form to enter the data of incoming or outgoing waste. The request is responded by the system and the incoming / outgoing waste form is prepared by the database to be transferred to the system and displayed to the user. The user fills in the incoming / outgoing waste form and saves it into the database, and then the request for storing the incoming / outgoing waste form is responded by the system [32]. The system proceeds to the database to execute the stored process for the incoming / outgoing waste form that has been filled. Then the user request to the system to fill in the incoming / outgoing waste report form. The response is responded by the system and forwarded to the database. The database prepares the report form for incoming / outgoing waste, and after the form is filled in by the user, the user saves the form to the database. The storage request is forwarded to the system with the response of the incoming / outgoing waste form has been stored in the system database.

Figure 4 Main page of the Plastic Waste Management System

Figure 4 displays the main page of the plastic waste management system. There are 4 modules, namely a master for managing data from incoming and outgoing waste, a transaction module for the process of selling and supplying plastic waste and a report module for displaying reports from data input and transaction processes that have been running. Finally, there is exit menu to exit the application.

Usability testing was carried out on the plastic waste management website at PT. HR involved 27 respondents. The respondents consisted of directors, admins and employees of PT. HR, in addition to partners from PT. HR is also a respondent. Usability testing is used to measure respondents’ satisfaction with the developed system, namely a plastic waste management website, the effectiveness and efficiency of a website-based system for plastic waste management [33]. For the measurement of self-satisfaction using equation (1) [34]. While the measurement of the level of effectiveness and efficiency of the system uses equation (2) [27]. Previously, the questionnaires distributed to 27 respondents were analyzed, as shown in the following table:

Table 1. Evaluation Elements for the Level of Satisfaction, Effectiveness and Efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction Evaluation Element</th>
<th>Effectiveness and efficiency Evaluation Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This app is interesting</td>
<td>Scenario to unlock system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This app is easy to use</td>
<td>Scenario for website menu functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You will suggest friends use this app</td>
<td>Scenario for button function on each form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading the text on the screen is very easy</td>
<td>Scenario for master menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The color composition corresponds to</td>
<td>scenario for partner data input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The image displayed is attractive</td>
<td>scenario for plastic waste data input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The buttons are easy to use</td>
<td>Scenario for partner transaction menu function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The buttons are easy to understand</td>
<td>Scenario for the plastic waste transaction menu function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website materials are easy to understand</td>
<td>Scenario for report menu function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The language used is easy to understand</td>
<td>Scenario to exit the system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of measuring the level of satisfaction, the level of effectiveness and efficiency of the plastic waste management website at PT. HR is done twice. First, before there is input from the end-user, second after the system is repaired on the basis of user feedback for 3 iterations. The first iteration focuses on system design, the second iteration improves the function of the buttons on the menu on the website, and the third iteration improves the system login function. The graph of the results of usability testing is shown in Figure 5 below:
The results of the usability of the website-based plastic waste management system based on the average satisfaction level of the 1st and 2nd tests as well as testing the 1st and 2nd level of effectiveness and efficiency of the system using equation (3) are as follows:

\[ U(\%) = \frac{89.2 + 86.7 + 88.3}{3} \times 100\% = 88.07\% \]

IV. CONCLUSION

From the research that has been done, the output produced is a plastic waste management website. Utilization of this website is also used to minimize the impact of plastic waste which is increasingly uncontrollable. A plastic waste management website was built and developed by implementing and optimizing the extreme programming method that is easily adapted for the construction of a system with a relatively short time and significant changes [10]. Iterations were carried out during the construction of the plastic waste management website 3 times by accommodating all feedback from end-users to improve the plastic waste management website according to end-user needs. Usability testing is 88.07%, this shows that the website-based plastic waste management system can be accepted by users to be used and can be used by companies to manage incoming and outgoing plastic waste.
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